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You better be bored if you're going to waste any money on this week's Horror In Your House. While there are a

few indie films worth picking up for a lackluster weekend (Basement Jack, Evilution), you might want to save

those pennies for Lionsgate's Blu-ray onslaught next week. Below you'll  find the DVD/Blu-ray release for this

Tuesday, November 17th.

HORROR IN YOUR HOUSE

November 17, 2009

BASEMENT JACK: Brink

Karen Cook was your average high school student... until the

night evil invaded her life. She would soon be known as the

lone survivor of a seven-day killing spree perpetrated by a

seventeen year old boy the world would come to call

"Basement Jack". For the next eleven years, Karen Cook lived

in fear that one day Basement Jack would be released. Then,

a court hearing in 2006 found that Jack Riley had not received

a fair trial and he was released from a state institution. A year

later, murders baring a shocking resemblance to Basement

Jack's old MO were occurring around the town of Downer's

Grove. Karen Cook soon realized that the maniac was hunting

her and that the only option left to her was to find Jack and kill

him. So the hunt began. And on a stormy night, in the town of

Downer's Grove, the killer and his prey would hunt and fight

one another, as the citizens would have to survive the blade

of... Basement Jack Evil has a new address... Yours!

CALL OF THE HUNTER: R Squared

In the summer of 1962, three teenagers went on a camping

trip into Herongate Woods. What started out as a fun trip

ended in a nightmare as one of the boys met with a tragic

death. The other two escaped, but could only relay a tail of a

hooded and horned man who terrorized them. Forty years

later, one of the survivors meets with a mysterious and tragic

death and the only survivor returns to the scene of the original incident with a documentary crew. As members of

the crew die in horrible circumstances the survivors are on a desperate search to find what the spirit of the forest

wants before it s too late!

THE CANYON: Magnolia/Magnet

Honeymooners Nick and Lori head off to the Grand Canyon for adventure and time alone together. Upon arriving,
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they hire Henry as their guide, who seems to have his own idea about the outdoor excursion. When tragedy

strikes, the newlyweds must fend for themselves. Discovering they are prey being hunted by something or

someone, they desperately fight for survival to escape the canyon alive.

EVILUTION: Brink

A microscopic alien life form has been discovered with the ability to possess the living and resurrect the dead.

The United States Army has tried to communicate with it but failed. Instead, the military has tried to create a

genetically altered version of the alien in order to resurrect dead soldiers on the battlefield. The alien fights back,

turning soldier against soldier. Young scientist Darren Hall kidnaps the last pure specimen of the alien,

determined to the reverse the damage inflicted and learn the secrets of life. Hiding in a mysterious building

named The Necropolitan, he continues his experiments. On one fateful night, the alien is set loose on the

unsuspecting tenants resulting in a new evolution of apocalyptic horror as infected tenants attack the

unsuspecting, turning them into a cannibal horde. Darren and a small group of survivors must now find a way to

destroy the alien possessed before they can escape into the city and bring forth the end of the human race.

HANGER: Viscous Circle Films

From Ryan Nicholson, the acclaimed writer-director of the cult hit Gutterballs, comes this gruesome horror tale in

which revenge is sweet and sick and twisted and definitely served cold a balls-to-the-wall story of vengeance and

murder that rises to new heights of perverse action and macabre behavior. Eighteen years ago, nine-months-

pregnant Rose, a wrong-side-of-the-tracks prostitute, was killed when her pimp gave her an abortion with a

hanger. Now, the deformed, surviving child, who was thrown in the dumpster, left for dead and mockingly called

Hanger, is about to settle the score and any street trash, sex degenerate of murderous pimp better beware.

PENANCE: IMD Films

Penance is the tale of a young, demure single mother, Amelia, who hits upon hard times and decides to take her

future into her own hands and becomes a stripper. Everything is going well until Suzy, her stripper friend, is

beaten up on a job and recruits Amelia to take her place. Reluctantly, Amelia takes the job, only to find the job

isn't everything it seems. Driven to a strange location by a dark and mysterious, and confronted by a grizzled hit

man, Amelia's world is turned upside down, as her captor, is intent on one thing and one thing only - to purify

Amelia and the other women in his incarceration.

RITUALS: Code Red

Mitzi invites a fellow Doctor Harry and two other doctors to go on a camping trip in middle of nowhere in the

Canadian mountain. They thought there were alone, but not knowing someone is watching them. A Harmless trip

turns into a nightmare and murder as the psychopath plays a deadly psychological game of survival.

TAINTLIGHT: Splatter Rampage

TAINTLIGHT is the tale of Stella, a young girl who falls in love with an ancient, beautifully-bedhaired bloodsucker

named Edgar. They struggle to stay together in the midst of vampire carnage, but a love triangle bubbles up

when a Michael Jackson-loving werewolf named Jack comes forward professing his own love for Stella.

Meanwhile, a rival group of "real" vampires led by the evil Razor McBleed are on the prowl, looking to put the

stake to Edgar so they can feast on Stella and the rest of Bonejack Heights in this over the top horror parody with

tongue firmly in cheek!

THANKSKILLING: Broad Daylight Pictures

An evil turkey is unleashed…and he’s one “fowl” mouthed bastard! Five college kids heading home for

Thanksgiving break cross paths with the turkey, who’s possessed by an ancient Indian curse. In this hilariously

gory spoof, the teens must stop the maniac bird before he kills them all!

VAMPIRE PARTY: Dark Sky Films

When the French make a horror/gore comedy, you know things are going to get extremely rude! Best friends and

hardcore partiers Sam, Alice and Prune have scored invitations to Medici Night , the legendary VIP bash held

every year at a remote castle. But when they discover that this wild party is being thrown by an elite race of

blood-crazed vampires, they ll have to stake, stab, slice, bludgeon and blast their way out of a soiree where the

hosts are thirsty and the bar is now open. Is it in bad taste to massacre a horde of undead guests even if they are

a total pain in the neck?
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salems_lot
8:45am, November 17, 2009

 

I thought Train was coming out this week ???

BerserkrQueen
9:23am, November 17, 2009

 

I think it did (or my someone broke release date). Thirst also came out today.

fceurich
9:56am, November 17, 2009

 

will get train and fight club blu-ray not horror but an awesome film

persona95
12:25pm, November 17, 2009

 

Thirst I believe came out this week too...thats what amazon said

Rambo Lunchbox
12:26pm, November 17, 2009

 

Yeah.. you've gotta' include Thirst! And Fight Club deserves to be mentioned too.

fceurich
1:35pm, November 17, 2009

 

rituals has been delayed until dec 22nd i heard

Tex Massacre
3:08pm, November 17, 2009

 

FUCK! How did I miss both those! PICK OF THE WEEK! THIRST! Don't see Train though...it blows!

horrorfan1988
4:13pm, November 17, 2009

 

My priority movie this week is Star Trek, but I think I'll also pick up Train.

Jerome
8:26pm, November 17, 2009

 

If the movies are so bad this week, why not read a good scary book. THere are a lot around. Most people

like Steven King, and he has a new one out. I just finished Annie'd Gift by Holden Herbert and really liked

it. Yeah, plenty of stuff to keep you up at night.
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JohnMarrone
8:00am, November 18, 2009

 

HANGER was ABSOLUTE crap. Maybe the worst movie Ive seen all year. There's nothing worse when

"critically  acclaimed" gets  thrown in  there  to show you how a bunch of  morons found quality  in  this.

GUTTERBALLS  was  shit  too.  Dont  waste  your  time.  Make  your  own  movie,  and  call  it  "critically

acclaimed"... it'll be better
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